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Sunset on Campus Pond: 5/10.
The idea, reflection, and sunset are very pretty and make it a good image. I would love to see the
tops of the trees in the reflection and in the picture, this may be able to get by using a wider angle
and a tripod that can go a little higher up.
Illuminating the Harbor: 5.5/10.
The image is very beautiful and almost looks like a painting but I don't really see a "reflection"
besides in the moon/sun onto the water. Adding more of the yellow from the moon or lights into
the water may help this be more of a reflection image.
Fourth of July St Croix Crossings: 8.5/10.
Super cool! The reflections of all the lights are great. The only thing that would make this better
is if the tree was not in the image.
Wedding Day Reflection: 6/10.
I like the idea of the picture and it is super meaningful that the mom(?) is also in the reflection. I
personally would've loved to see the bride looking into the mirror while seeing the mom over her
shoulder.
End of Day Reflections: 5.75/10.
It is cool that there are reflections in the building and in the water. This picture could've been
improved by having more water in the image and editing the tree branches out of the top corner.
Silhouette Reflections: 6.5/10.
Great idea to photograph something so well known, and the reflections are great. This image
may improve with some brighter exposure, especially on the trees.
Warping Reflections: 7/10.
Funky! I like the different take on the term "reflection". Looks similar to a cartoon illustration. I
wouldve loved to see all of the windows with a reflection in them.
Golden Lens Ball: 4.5/10.
Fun and creative image and idea. I think it could be improved with cropping. If it was cropped in
more and a better focus on the ball, it may seem like endless reflections with the table and the
ball!
Reflection Lens Ball: 8/10.
Great focus and reflections. Could be improved with a little bit of cropping to make you focus
on the subject of the ball more.
Warp Speed: 10/10. Super cool!
Swan: 9/10.
Super cool! I like the simplicity of the white background but I wonder if another color would've
made it pop more.
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Boy Fishing: 4/10.
Cool concept and having the boy in rules of third is great. I maybe would've chosen a lower
angle so that maybe a sky is on the horizon.
Minneapolis Skyline Reflection: 9.5/10.
Love this image and the blurry water. It may be worth trying to add some clouds in the sky/water
but the simplicity is also really nice.
Gray Fox Reflections: 8.75/10.
Super cute! Because not much of the trees made the reflection, I would may crop it closer in so
that the animals are the main focus. Great focus, colors, and shot!
Silent Glow: 5/10.
Good shot, I can see the reflection of the lights into the water. I maybe would've cleaned up
some things around the building in post and taken out the rock in the water to make everything
look cleaner.
Its Just Color Under the Bridge: 4.5/10
Cool idea and I like the placement of the bridge!! This may be improved with cleaning up some
of the construction around the bridge/in the sky and getting proper exposure of the lights on the
bridge!
Sunburst & Sky: 4/10.
Cool picture, great exposure with everything and nice starburst! I do not really see much of a
reflection.

